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Abstract
A methodology to model and simulate joint zone for stability analysis of the underground excavation engineering is 
proposed. Firstly, the jointed rockmass is regarded as a layered anisotropic rockmass zone and a mechanical model 
of the layered anisotropic rockmass is put forward based on the finite element method (FEM). Secondly, a set of 
indexes are introduced as the stability assessment indicators to analyze the stability of the surrounding rock using 
FEM calculation results. Finally, a case study is further illustrated with excavation of an underground pumping house
using the proposed methodology to analyze the effect of the steep joints on the surrounding rock stability. Compared 
to the isotropic condition, when considering the layered anisotropic property with different horizontal and normal 
elastic modulus, surrounding rock experiences more stress disturbance that resulting in increased plastic zones, 
dissipation energy and deformation around opening, which is unfavorable for the stability of surrounding rock of the 
underground caverns. The mechanical model of layered anisotropic rockmass is proved rational and suitable to 
simulate the joint zone for practical engineering application and of reference.
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1. Introduction
In the underground excavation engineering, it is normal to meet complicated geology situation, such as 
faults, fracture and joint zones. These weakened rockmasses are unfavorable to the stability of 
surrounding rock of underground cavern. Some experiments and numerical methods are put forward by 
scholars to simulate the joint zone, including constitutive model, geometry characteristics, physical and 
mechanical properties [1-3]. The effect of the fractured rockmasses on surrounding rock stability of the 
tunnel and underground powerhouse is analyzed and the excavation response is studied from different 
perspectives [4]. However, the researches are mostly focused on the micromechanical property that 
distinguishing the fault, joint or fracture out from surrounding rock and taking the coupled calculation 
based on composite element method. From this perspective, these complex rockmasses are regarded as 
homogenous isotropic rock to satisfy the theoretical requirement of numerical analysis. Obviously, it is 
known from the practical excavation engineering that there is evident difference on geology property 
between the geological joints and surrounding rockmass, the jointed rockmass is mostly formed as layered
zone with low stiffness and strength relatively. This layered rockmass is geologically with anisotropic 
mechanical property and thus the deformation, stress and damage characteristics would be non-uniformed 
to isotropic rockmass. Therefore, the anisotropic property of the layered fractured rockmass must be 
reasonably considered for more exact and rational understanding of the excavation response of 
surrounding rock of underground openings in order to reasonable design, construction and simulation.
To deal with this engineering problem of the joint zones, a mechanical model of layered anisotropic 
rockmass is proposed and a numerical simulation method is put forward based on the finite element 
method. With the application to practical excavation engineering, the joint zones are regarded as layered
anisotropic rockmass and the excavation response of the rockmass around the openings is analyzed under
influence of the joints.
2. Basic principles for numercial simulation
2.1. Modeling the joint zone as layered anisotropic rockmass
Geological joint and influenced rock by the joint are usually revealed as a zone of fractured rockmass. 
Thus in this paper, the jointed rockmass is defined as joint zone with layered anisotropic property. The 
mechanical property of the layered anisotropic rockmass is related to the trend and mechanical parameters 
and of significance for the stability assessment of underground excavation by nonlinear analysis.
For the layered anisotropic rockmass, on the horizontal directions the mechanical properties are 
relatively homogenous with evident difference from the normal direction. Therefore, calculation could be
simplified by adopting transversely isotropic media in the practical engineering. According to the 
elasticity theory [5], the constitutive model of the layered anisotropic elastic media can be described as
equation (1):
' ' '{ }=[ ]{ }eDV H                                                                 (1)
Where '[ ]eD is the elastic matrix under normal coordinate of joint layer,
'{ }V and '{ }H are stress and 
strain matrix respectively. According to the stress-strain relationship both along the horizontal and normal 
directions, '[ ]eD can be calculated by equation (2):
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21 1 21 1 2m P P P    , 1 2/n E E . 1E , 1P , 1G and 2E , 2P , 2G are 
horizontal and normal deformation modulus, Poisson ratio and shear modulus respectively.
For the finite element method, stiffness matrix '[ ]K could be calculated by the element elastic matrix 
and strain matrix.  It could be easily seen that the calculation coordinate of the finite element model is not 
uniformed with the normal coordinate of the layered rockmass. Thus, in order to satisfy the calculation, the 
'[ ]eD and 
'[ ]K must be transferred by coordinate transformation into [ ]eD and [ ]K , which are elastic 
matrix and stiffness matrix under the calculation coordinate. Then, the numerical simulation of the 
excavation is conducted by the finite element method with consideration of the plasticity and damage 
when the rockmass gets plastic yield. In this paper, Zienkiewicz-Pande yield criterion is adopted for rock 
mass. And during the plastic step, the iteration is conducted using the incremental variable plastic
stiffness method that has been validated to have both fast calculation speed and good convergence [6].
2.2. FEM based stability assessment indexes for underground cavern
To analyze the stability of the surrounding rock of underground cavern using FEM calculation results, 
several indexes should be identified first as the stability assessment indicators. Firstly, damaged zones 
induced by blast excavation are employed to assessment the damage status of surrounding rock including 
plastic zone, crack zone and rebounding zone [7]. The plastic zone refers to the area where the element 
stress {ı} satisfies:
({ }) 0F V ! 
Where F is the chosen yield function. And the rebounding zone refers to the area where plastic element 
rebounds to elastic status. Because it is unrecoverable for plastic damage, rebounding zone is one kind of 
damage index. The crack zone refers to the area where crack failure occurs around the surrounding 
rockmass. During each stage of iteration, all elements are judged and the volumes of plastic zone and crack 
zone are accumulated by:
p piV V ¦      c ciV V ¦      re reiV V ¦                                              (4)
Where Vp, Vc and Vre are the total volumes of plastic and crack and rebounding zone respectively. Vpi, Vci
and Vrei are the volumes of plastic and crack elements at the current stage of iteration. The distribution and 
volumes of plastic, crack and rebounding zone reflect the general and local disturbed and damaged indexes 
and extent of surrounding rock subjected to excavation.
When the rock mass comes to plasticity, the total plastic dissipation energy of rock mass can be 
calculated by:
{ }{d }p pp ij ijvE V H '¦³ 
Where p
ijV' can be obtained by:
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Where ıij is the directly calculated stress state which exceeds the yield surface. And pijV is the 
corresponding stress state on yield surface after ıij being pulled back along the direction normal to yield 
surface. d pijH is the element incremental strain when flowing along the yield surface. The magnitude of 
plastic dissipation energy serves as representative index to indicate the general disturbance degree of the 
stress condition of rock mass subjected to the excavation.
Directly obtained from FEM calculation, the stress and deformation distribution of surrounding rock 
plots a detailed excavation response. Unlike the volumes of plastic and crack zone and the magnitude of 
plastic dissipation energy which reflect the general impact of excavation on underground complexes, the 
distribution of stress and deformation is responsible for describing the local stability of surrounding rock. 
3. Case study: stability analysis under effect of steep joints
3.1. Engineering background and calculation condition
Ganhe Pump Station located in Southwest China has the largest underground pumping house in Asia
with large-scale exavation size of 70.05h 23.4h 38.7(lengthhwidthh height). The underground 
excavation complexes are mainly composed of main pumping house, water-valve hall and some tunnels. 
The engineering is located in karst region and rockmass is with low stiffness and strength. Even more, the 
main pumping house will get through two steep joint zones that would be very adverse for the excavation 
stability of surrounding rock. Therefore, numerical simulation is conducted to analyze the effect of the 
steep joint zones on the structure stability using the methods proposed above in this paper. 
The finite element calculation models and the distribution of the steep joint zones are shown in Fig.1.
The longitudinal axis of the main pumping house directs N68°E. The mechanical parameters of rockmasses 
are listed in Table 1. The steep joint zones are modeled as layered anisotropic rockmass by taking different 
horizontal and normal elastic modulus. The surrounding rock is assumed to be isotropic during the 
calculation. The boundaries are restricted from deformation except ground surface.
                               
Fig.1 (a) The finite element model for calculation with two steep joint zones; (b) excavation elements.
Table 1. Calculation parameters of rockmasses










Surrounding rock 18 18 0.21 2.0 40.5 80 N87°WˈNEğ16°
Joint J1 zones 12 10 0.24 1.5 38 60 N62°W, SWğ75°
Joint J2 zones 12 10 0.24 1.5 38 60 N46°WˈNEğ88°
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3.2. Simulation result and analysis
In order to analyze the effect of the layered anisotropic joint zones on the stability of surrounding rock 
of underground caverns, the simulation results give out comparisons of stability assessment indexes under 
different calculation conditions that the steep joint zones are calculated both as anisotropic rockmass and
isotropic rockmass.
Fig.2 shows the distribution and volumes of damage zones and magnitude of dissipation energy. 
Under anisotropic calculation, more plastic zones distribute in the influenced area of the steep joint zones 
and both the volumes of plastic zone and magnitude of dissipation energy are obviously larger than 
isotropic calculation, but rebounding zone makes no significant increment. It could be recognized that due 
to the effect of the layered steep joint zones, most influenced elements get plastic yield and more plastic 
energy is dissipated, which is unfavorable for the cavern stability.
                   
Fig.2 Comparison of anisotropic and isotropic calculation results: (a) distribution of damaged zones around the openings; (b)
volumes of damaged zones and dissipation energy
Fig.3 and Fig.4 plot distribution of the principal stresses and deformation of surrounding rock. As 
shown in Fig.3, for the anisotropic calculation results, the concentration of the 1st principal stress at the 
arch feet decreases compared to the isotropic results and the distribution is more homogeneous around 
openings with slightly decreased magnitude. The 3rd principal stress distributes almost the same for the 
calculations, but in the influenced area of anisotropic joint zones, the element stress approaches to be 
tensile stress because of weakened normal stiffness.
  
Fig.3 1st and 3rd principals: (a) anisotropic calculation; (b) isotropic calculation.
Fig.4 (a) shows that, despite of the same distribution of the 2nd principal stress, the magnitude
increases when considering the anisotropy indicating larger stress disturbance. And it can be easily seen 
that in Fig.4 (b), sidewall displacements of the main pumping house increase by 0.5~1.2 mm for 
anisotropic calculation. Therefore, carefully blast excavation is needed for the rockmass influenced by the 
steep joints in order to minimize the disturbance and anchor supports should be installed in time to 
strength the surrounding rock.
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Fig.4 (a) The 2nd principal of different calculations; (b) deformation around the main pumping house
4. Conclusion
To deal with the problem of jointed rockmass zones for excavation stability of underground caverns, a
mechanical model of layered anisotropic rockmass is proposed to simulate the joint zone and a numerical 
simulation method is put forward based on the finite element method. The case study illustrated with a 
practical underground excavation engineering evidently shows the unfavorable effect of steep joints on 
the stability of surrounding rock. It can be concluded as follows˖
z The joint and jointed rockmass often reveal as a fractured zone with layered anisotropic property, 
which has significant effect on surrounding rock stability of underground caverns. The mechanical 
model of layered anisotropic rockmass is proved rational and suitable to simulate the joint zone for 
practical engineering application based on the finite element method.
zUnder the effect of the anisotropic steep joints, the stability indexes especially the plastic zones, 
dissipation energy and deformation around openings increase evidently. The stresses of surrounding
rock experiencedifferent distribution with larger stress disturbance of sidewall generally. Careful 
excavation and timely support should be emphasized to assure the excavation stability.
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